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Can your portfolio ride out the waves &
noise of the Stock Market?

If you are an investor who aims to invest for 
an ultra long term and wishes to reap the 
fruits of investments during your 
retirement, chances are that you have 
considered adopting the Buy & hold 
strategy at some point of time. 

But does the Buy & hold strategy really 
work? This question has sparked a never 
ending debate amongst various Investment 
gurus & Financial Analysts.

It seems to be a rather passive & tax 
efficient strategy which certain investment 
Gurus actively promote & for good 
reason.However, It sure is risk laden as bear 
markets eat up massive chunks of your 
profits.

  

Also, not all stocks can stand the test of 
staying invested through the extensive time 
frame. After all,the Indian equity market has 
witnessed the downfall of certain major 
household names. 

StockAxis has thoroughly analysed & 
understands the chinks in the armour of this 
traditional strategy which is considered 
outdated by a few masterminds & golden by 
the others. 

Our dedication to harness the advantages 
which lie in this strategy while countering it’s 
limitations has led us to curate a master 
strategy just for you!



Vision 10x Portfolio

Harness the power of
Ultra Long term growth with our
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The essence of StockAxis Vision 10x Portfolio lies in capturing
the nation’s economic growth by curating a deep value

portfolio which can prosper over the next decade.
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Vision 10x Strategy



We bring you this Passive Investment Strategy which is ideal for hectic 
lifestyles.

Your portfolio is built with stocks which carry the potential to turn into 
common household names over the next decade.

Your Investments are destined to prosper with the nation. After all, the 
equity market is an economic barometer.

Vision 10x retains the health of your
Ultra Long term Portfolio!
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Have a sneak peek in our ultra intensive
360 degree Vision 10x research process..
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360 Degree
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First, We Screen out potential stocks with 
optimum valuations.

StockAxis Research Analysts make use of our 
proprietary tools to pick out stocks which 
meet our stringent parameters in order to 
filter out potential ten baggers for you.

Then, We conduct an intensive fundamental 
study

Having outlier valuations is absolutely crucial 
as these stocks are required to perform over 
an elongated time horizon and are required 
to possess extraordinary growth potential.

Vision 10x stocks are required to meet
draconian criterias to enter your portfolio!
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Our Intensive Research is spread over
various Outlooks

Business
Outlook

Industrial & Sectoral
Outlook

Economic
Outlook
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Business outlook

We conduct a thorough & 
intrusive study into the company’s 
functionality and its future 
prospects in terms of Demand of 
Product & services, Management 
expertise, Business expansion and 
so on. Usually Vision 10X stocks 
belong to companies experiencing 
growing demand.

Industry & Sectoral outlook

We ensure the sustainability and 
advancement of the Industries and 
sectors in question with regards to  
Technological Upgradations, 
increasing consumption patterns, 
outreach of Demand and futuristic 
potential in terms of growth.

Economic Outlook

Economy being a major influencer 
over the businesses and firms also 
takes up a significant room in 
stockAxis Vision 10x Research. 
Our studies go beyond analytical 
realms into the statistical realms 
to ensure economic growth and 
room for progress. 

We take our research into further depth!
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They are quick to spot any undesired changes in the 
future growth prospects and make timely 
recommendations in the alterations required to 
maintain portfolio health.

Lastly, our Analysts maintain a
constant track and monitor that
all the stringent parameters are
invariably met.



Stocks Selection Style: Top-down. Thorough understanding of the industry and sector 
demand.

Bottom-up. Fundamental analysis of management quality, leadership 
skills, financial growth, and valuations of an individual company.

Vision 10x  Portfolio Characteristics
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Portfolio Churn: Very low.

Tax-efficiency: Most capital gains are long-term

Allocation: 8 – 10 positions with proper diversification to avoid concentration risk

Recommended
Investment Tenure:

10 Years

Value added services: Access to Research Analysts� 

Recommendations via SMS, email & mobile app notifications at 
real-time

� 

Research Reports & Regular Updates� 

A Dedicated Relationship Manager � 

Access to the Recommended Portfolio in Web Login and Mobile 
App

� 



We keep it Digital & Real-time!
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Receive your Portfolio Recommendations,
Updates & Research Reports straight to
your inbox regularly on a real time basis.



A dedicated & skilled Relationship
Manager will keep you company
throughout your investment
journey & will assist you with your 
Portfolio!
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Have queries?

Our Research Analysts are just one call

away and can put all your recommendation

related queries to rest!
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We are constantly tracking! 
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You too can maintain a Digital track of
your recommended portfolio by logging
in to our App or Web!
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To secure your financial objectives,
Get started!

You can either upload your Portfolio for a 

Free Evaluation!!

Or

Or

You can give us a missed call on 

9773076000

You can also Email us at 

research@stockaxis.com
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That’s all!
You can then set sail to conquer
your Financial Goals with your
StockAxis Vision 10x portfolio!



“ Portfolios advised by you are wealth creator. I am 
thankful to you and your supportive
staff. ”

-Gajender Singh                                                                     (Feb 04, 2020)

“ Good support and service. Excellent support provided. 
”

-Vikas Garg                                                                               (Jan 25, 2020)

“ It helps to rearrange my stock investment and also 
help me to recover earlier loss and a great service 
provided. Thanks. ” 

-Gaurav Maghanlal Patel                                                  (Jan 22, 2020)

“ Quite impressed by your service ”

 

-P Ramakrishna Bhat                                                          (Jan 15, 2020)

“ I am very much satisfied of your services. The Stock 
selection and timing of stock selection is very much 
good. ”

-Nikita Dani                                                                             (Jan 01, 2020)

“ Services are excellent ”

-Subhash Chand Singhal                                                   (Dec 18, 2019)

Testimonials
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5,00,000
More than

R e g i s t e r e d  U s e r s100%
To t a l  s u c c e s s

10,000
More than

S u b s c r i b e d  C l i e n t s
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For more information,
please contact

Opulent Investment Adviser Private Limited. 

113/114, Bajaj Bhavan, Nariman Point, Mumbai – 400 021
Telephone: +91 22 6639 3000 | Email: research@stockaxis.com 
WhatsApp: +91 97730 15000

The Opulent Investment Advisors Private Limited (“OIAPL”), a Company 
incorporated under the provisions of the Companies Act, 2013, is one of 
the prominent research house providing services of equity research, 
recommendation and advisory services in the financial markets under 
its brand name “StockAxis”. The OIAPL is registered with SEBI and hold 
SEBI license as a Research Analyst (registration No INH000007669) 
and an Investment Adviser (registration No. INA000011644). The 
OIAPL provides research, recommendation and advisory services for a 
broad array of investors including NRIs, HNI’s, and thousands of 
individual investors.

About us:


